Living Legacy Donor Trees And Planting Beds

Living Legacy Tree 1
Our first tree planting took place on Earth Day April 22, 2009 and a beautiful red oak was donated by Barbara Gensemer in memory of her husband Gil Gensemer.

Living Legacy Tree 2
“The TCOM class of 2012 dedicates this tree in honor of those who donated their bodies for our education. Thank you for your precious gift.” The tree was planted in a special ceremony on April 24, 2009.

Living Legacy Tree 3
Dr. Tina Manchu and her husband Dan Hancock donated and helped plant a large live oak in memory of their niece Tonya Kay Vardhanabhuti on April 24, 2009.
Living Legacy Tree 4
Stephen Barrett, family and friends donated and helped plant a large red oak in memory of his brother Brian Paul Barrett on April 28, 2009.

Living Legacy Tree 5
Amy Baker donated and helped plant a red bud tree in honor and celebration of her parents, R.W. and Donna Baker on May 8, 2009.
Living Legacy Tree 6
Jason Hartley and family donated and helped plant a pecan tree in memory of his grandmother, Dolly Hartley on May 8, 2009.
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